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Concertato    Writing for seveial solo instruments
to be played together
Concerto    ~V\ ork for one or more solo instruments
and orchestra
Concerto grosso    Orchestral work common in 17th
and 18th cent with prominent parts for smill
groups of Instruments
Concord    Opposite of discord   i e   notes that
when sounded together satisfy the ear    (Con
ventional term m that its application vanes
according to the age in which one lives)
Conduct To direct a concert with a baton
Conseadnc Progre sion of harmonic intervals of
like kind
Consonance    Like Concord
Continue    Bass line used in 17th and 18th cent
music  for a keyboard instrument  requiring
special skill from performer
Contralto    A woman s voice with a low range
Counterpoint    Simultaneous combination of two
or more melodies to create a satisfying musical
texture    Where   one  melody  is   added  to
another one is called the other s counterpoint
The adjective of counterpoint is contrapuntal
Counter tenor    Another name for male alto
Covrante    A dance in triple time
Crescendo    Getting louder
drool.   Detachable section of tubing on brass
instruments that change the tuning
Crotchet    Note that equals two quavers m time
value
Cycle    Set of -works especially songs intended to
be sung as group
Cyclic form    Form of work in two or more move
ments in which the same musical themes recur
Cymbal    Percussion   instrument     two   plates
struck against each other
D    Note of scale
Da Capo Cabbr DC)     A Da Capo aria is one m
which the whole first section ib repeated after a
contrasting middle section
Descant    Additional part (sometimes improvised)
sung against a melody
Deielopment    Working out section of movement
m sonata form    See Sonata
Diatonic    Opposite of chromatic   using proper
notes of a major or minor scale
Diminished    Lessened version of perfect interval
eg   semitone less than a perfect fifth is a
diminished fifth
Diminuendo    Lessening
Diminution    Reducing a phnse of melody by
shortening tune value of notes
Discord    Opposite of concord  % e   notes that
sounded together produce a clash of harmonies
Dissonance   Like discord.
Divertimento   A piece   usually  orchestral   m
several movements like a suite
Dodecaphonic    Pertaining to 12 note method of
composition
Dominant    Fifth note of major or minor scale
above tonic (key) note
Dorian Mode    One of the scales m medieval
music represented by the white keys on the
piano from D to D
Dot   Placed over note indicates staccato   placed
after note indicates time value to be increased
by half
Double bar    Two upright lines marking the end
of a composition or a section of it
Double bass    Largest and lowest instrument of
violin family   played with bow
Drone bass    Unvarying sustained bass similar to
the permanent bass note of a bagpipe
Drum,   Variety of percussion instruments  on
which sound is produced by hitting a skua
stretched tightly over a hollow cylinder or
hemisphere
 Di d    Combination of two performers  composi
tion for such a combination
Duple time    Time in which main division is two
or four
Dynamics    Gradations of loudness or softness in
music
E   Note of scale
Electronic   Term used to describe use of electronic
sounds in music
Encore Bequest from ludience for repeat of
work or extra item m a programme
English horn (Cor anglais)    "Woodwind mstru
ment with double reed of oboe family
Lnharmonic    Modulation  made  by means  of
change  of note   between  sharps  ind   fiat=!
although note remains the same (E flat becomes
D sharp for example)
Ensemble   Teamwork in performance    item in
opera for several singers with or without chonw
a group of performers of no toed number
Episode    Section m composition usually divorced
from maul argument
Exposition    Setting out of thematic material m a
sonata form composition
Fxvression marls    Indication by composer of
how he wants his music performed
F    Note of scale
lalse relation    A clash of harmony produced
when two notes such as A natural and A flat
are   played   simultaneously   or   immediately
following one another
Falsetto    The kind of singing by male voices
above normal register and sounding like an
unbroken voice
Fanfare   nourish of trumpets
Fantasy    A piece suggesting free play of com
poser s imagination or a piece based on known
times (foil  operatic etc )
Fermata    Pause indicated by sign o prolonging
note beyond its normal length.
Fifth    Interval taking five steps in the scale    A
perfect fifth (say C to G) includes three whole
tones and a semitone   a diminished fiftb is a
semitone less  an augmented fifth a semitone
more
Figure    A short phrase   especially one that is
repeated
Fingering   Use of fingers to play instrument or
the indication above notes to show what flngeis
should be used
Flat Term indicating a lowering of pitch by a
semitone or to describe a performer playing
under the note
Florid Term used to describe decorative
Flute Woodwind instrument blown sideways
It is played through a hole not a reed Nowa
days sometimes made of metal
Folksong Traditional tune often m different
versions handed down aurally from generation
to generation
Form Course or layout of a composition
especially when m various sections
Fourth Interval taking four steps m scale A
perfect fourth (say C to D mcludes two whole
tones and a semitone If either note is sharp
ened or flattened the result is an augmented or
a fiiTnimRhp.fi fourth
Fugato    In the manner of a fugue
Fugue    Contrapuntal  composition for  various
parts based on one or more subjects treated
imitatlvely but not strictly
G    Note of scale
Galant   Used to designate elegant style of 18th
cent music
GalliMd    Lively dance dating back to 15th cent
or before

